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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
Computer-assisted proof verification has become a crucial tool to assist the development of
safe software and protocols. We are developing Dedukti, a universal proof checker that allows
to combine and verify proofs from various systems in a novel and convenient way. Dedukti is
based on a logical framework extended with rewriting techniques, called deduction modulo
theory. Our research thus range from extending the implementation of Dedukti to theoretical
work on the formalism underneath, in consequence we propose research topics in this entire
range, depending on the interests of the candidate.
On the implementation side, we propose to use the library Bindlib, developed in France, to get
better rewriting performances, and to extend Dedukti towards rewriting modulo associativitycommutativity. We also plan to develop an interface for Dedukti by using SerAPI, developed
at MINES ParisTech, and adopting an approach similar to jsCoq. One last step towards
usability of Dedukti will be to implement proof tactics, so as to build interactive proofs.
We also propose topics, that make a bridge between theory and practice. As Dedukti is a
logical framework, it is essential to ensure strong properties the system. This is why we would
like to develop a termination checker to Dedukti, based on the Computability Path Ordering
(CPO), developed at Inria. Another direction, that we are currently investigating is the
development of refinement types, that is both a theoretical challenge and that would allow to
develop interactive proofs in practice by “guessing” the proof-term, instead of asking the user
for it. Lastly, we also are investigating new ways of computing, called normalization by
evaluation, which is for the moment a theoretical work, but could at the same time lead to
speedups in the implementation.
For more details, please refer to the webpages of the advisors, also do not hesitate to get in
touch with them.
Required background of the student:
The main required background is a Master level in Computer Science or Mathematics.
An advanced course on the foundations of computer science/mathematics such as functional
programming, logic, type theory, category theory would be a plus.
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